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Pure sine wave inverter

Built-in MPPT solar charge controller Supports dual solar input

Built-in Wi-Fi for mobile monitoring (APP is required)

Configurable input voltage range for home appliances and personal computers via LCD setting

Configurable battery charging current based on applications via LCD setting

Configurable AC/Solar Charger priority via LCD setting

Compatible to mains voltage or generator power

Configurable second AC output (Output time customization)

Auto restart while AC is recovering

Overload / Over temperature/ short circuit protection

Inverter running without battery

Lithium battery activation function.

Cold start function

Parallel connection quantity up to 6units（Battery must be connected）



IVEM8048

8000VA

8000W

53A

40A/8000W
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18.RS-232 communication port

19.RS-485 communication port

20.BMS communication port

21.Current sharing port

22.Parallel communication port
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93%

Yes,up to 6 unitsParallel capability
500V

10-150A

150A

90V-450V

8000W(5000W for single PV)

150A

150A

20A×2(MAX 40A)

100V

IVEM8048

8000VA

8000W

56.4V±0.4V

23.7KG

607×406×141MM

712×582×259MM



 

Inevter unit x 1 Manual x 1 RS-232 cable x 1
Parallel communication 

cable x 1

Current sharing cable x 1 U-shaped terminal x 2 RJ45 Terminal x 1

Wall Hangers x 2 and 
Screws x 4

Expansion bolt x 2

Parallel Manual x 1

Before connecting al wirings, please take off bottom cover by removing eight screws as shown below.



50

10

Connectthe positive and negative
battery wires to the following positions
and tighten the screws.

8KVA

Install the unit by screwing two screws. lt's recommended to use M4 or M5 screws.

1*1AWG8KVA

CAUTION!! Before connecting to AC input power source, please install a separate AC breaker between inverter 

and AC input power source. This will ensure the inverter can be securely disconnected during maintenance and 

fully protected from over current of AC input, The recommended spec of AC breaker is 63A for 8KVA



500V

2.Max. power voltage (Vmp) should be during PV array MPPT voltage range.

600VDC/30A circuit breaker

8KVA 10~12AWG 4~6

8KVA

100Vdc~450Vdc

Step 1: Check the input voltage of PV array modules. This system is applied with two strings of PV array. 

Please make sure that the maximum current load of each PV input connector is 18A.

CAUTION: Exceeding the maximum input voltage can destroy the unit!! Check the system before wire 

connection.

Step 2: Disconnect the circuit breaker and switch off the DC switch.

Step 3: Assemble provided PV connectors with PV modules by the following steps.

L N

L1 N1

This inverter is equipped with dual-output. There are four terminals (L1/N1, L2/N2) available on output port. It’s 
set up through LCD program or monitoring software to turn on and off the second output. Refer to “LCD setting” 
section for the details.
Insert AC output wires according to polarities indicated on terminal block and tighten terminal screws. Be sure 

to connect PE protective This inverter is equipped with dual-output. There are four terminals conductor(        ) first.

→Ground�(yellow -green)
 

L1→LINE�(brown or black)  
N1→Neutral�(blue)  
L2→LINE�(brown or black)

 N2→Neutral�(blue)
 

L2 N2



Male connector housing 
and male terminal

Female connector housing 
and female terminal

Crimping tool and 
spanner

Components for PV connectors and Tools:

Prepare the cable and follow the connector assembly process:

1. Strip cable 8 mm on the end sides and be careful NOT to nick conductors.

2. Insert striped cable into female terminal and crimp female terminal as shown below.

3. Insert assembled cable into female connector housing as shown below.

4. Insert striped cable into male terminal and crimp male terminal as shown below.

5. Insert assembled cable into male connector housing as shown below

Step 4: Check correct polarity of connection cable from PV modules and PV input connectors. Then, 

connect positive pole (+) of connection cable to positive pole (+) of PV input connector. Connect 

negative pole (-) of connection cable to negative pole (-) of PV input connector.

8MM

8MM

Step 5:Make sure the wires are securely connected.

After connecting all wirings, please put bottom cover back by screwing eight screws as shown below.
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Wiring System for Inverter

To previous page

To confirm the selection or go to next page

NOTE 2: Do not connect the N line of the Utility to the N line of the AC output before starting the inverter

NOTE 1:Before starting up inverters, please connect all N wires of AC output together



 Indicates Lithium battery type.

Indicates communication is built between inverter and battery.

Indicates the WIFI link

Indicates the second AC output



 Rated information page

 Rated information page

Setting Page

Energy stored data page

BMS information page

Keep press "ENTER" for 3 sec

Base information Page

LCD operation flow chart 

Base information Page

On base information page, pressing and holding "ENTER" key for 3 sec, the unit will enter parameters page. 

Press "UP" or "DOWN" key to switch the selection and press "ENTER" key to enter selected page. Press "ESC" key 

to back to previous page.

The base information

20 21



Date
2022-01-01

Time
09: 58: 55

Setting Page

01
Output voltage

 setting

220V

230V

Output voltage configuration

240V

02
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150A.

150A.



27

Feeding power 

to grid 

If selected, inverter is not allowed to 
feed exceeding solar power to grid.

If selected, inverter is allowed to feed 
exceeding solar power to grid.

Energy  stored 

data for PV 

and Load

If selected, inverter will esase all historical 
data of PV and Load energy, and stop 
record historical data for PV and Load 
energy.

If selected, inverter will  record 

historical data for PV and Load energy.

NOTE: Before selected, please double 

check if date and time is correct, if 

incorrect, please set date and time in 

program 22~27.

Time 

setting- Year
Setting rage is from 22 to 99.

Time 

setting- Month
Setting rage is from 1 to 12

21

22

23

26

Year

Month

Star time 

setting-Hour

During the period set by program 
30,31,32 and 33, it will be turned off if 
any setting value in program 34,35 or 36 
is reached.

Setting rage is from 0 to 23.Increment of 
each click is 1 hour.

Star time 

setting-Minute

Setting rage is from 0 to 59.Increment 

of each click is 1 minute.

End time 

setting-Minute
Setting rage is from 0 to 59.Increment of 
each click is 1 minute.

Setting 

discharge 

time on 

the second 

output (L2) if 

"Single" is s

elected in 

program 28.

Setting range is from 0 to 25. Increment of 
each click is 1 hour.25 indicates normally 
open.
*If the battery discharge time achieves 
the setting time in program 30,31,32 and 
33 and the program 35 or 36 function is 
not triggered, the output will be turned 
off.

31

33

34

30

End time 

setting-Hour

Setting rage is from 0 to 23.Increment 

of each click is 1 hour.32

Time 

setting- Day
Setting rage is from 1 to 31

25 Time 

setting- Hour
Setting rage is from 0 to 23

Time 

setting-Minute

Time 

setting- Second

26

27

Setting rage is from 0 to 59

Setting rage is from 0 to 59

24

Solar parallel 

function
29

Day

Hour

Minute

Second

Example Cancel MPPT power balance 
monitoring

Power balance monitoring using MPPT



BMS information Page

PV generated energy this monthMean SOC/ Battery pack number / BMS status

Mean SOC is 97%, Connected Battery pack number is 4, BMS status is 51 (Check detail in warning 
code table). If BMS status occurred, it will be rolled with battery pack number automatically.

BMS version / SOC
BMS version is 100, SOC is 99% on battery pack
 of address 1

BMS voltage / current
BMS voltage is 54.0V, current is 1A on battery 
pack of address 1

28 29

Energy stored data Page

PV generated energy this month
99 kWh

PV generated energy today
99 kWh

PV generated energy this year
99 kWh

PV generated energy current in total
340 kWh

The energy stored data

Setting cut-off 

voltage point 

on the second 

output (L2) if 

"Single" is 

selected in 

program 28.

If “User-defined” is selected in program 
08, this setting range is from 42.0V to 
54.0V for 48V model. Increment of each 
click is 0.1V.

36

Setting SOC 

percentage 

on the second 

output (L2) if 

"Single" is 

selected in 

program 28.

If any type of lithium battery is selected in 
program 08, this parameter value will be 
displayed in percentage and value setting 
is based on battery capacity percentage. 
Setting range is from 
0% to 95%. Increment of each click is 
5%.

35

Load consumed energy this year
80 kWh

Load consumed energy in total
272 kWh

Load consumed energy today
79 kWh

Load consumed energy this month
79 kWh



Lithium Battery Communication
It’s allowed to connect lithium battery and build communication only which it has been configured. 

Please follow bellow steps to configure communication between lithium battery and inverter.

1. Connect power cables between lithium battery and inverter. Please pay attention to the terminals of positive 

    and negative. Make sure the positive terminal of battery is connected to the positive terminal of inverter, and 

    the negative terminal of battery is connected to the negative terminal of inverter.

2. The communication cable is bundled with lithium battery. Both sides are RJ45 port. One port is connected to     

    the BMS port of inverter and another one is connected to the COMM port of lithium battery.

3. Configure battery type to “Lib” in LCD setting No. 08. 

And then LCD will show you “Li” icon.

BMS BAT+ BAT-

30 31

Rated VA / WATT Rated battery voltage / Max. charge current
Rated VA is 5KVA, WATT is 5KW Rated battery voltage is 48V, Max. charge current is 100A

Firmware version
Firmware version is 1400

Rated information Page
The rated information

BMS highest temerpature / lowest temerpature
BMS highest temerpature is 25℃ , lowest 
temerpature is -10℃ on battery pack of address 1

BMS fault code / flag
BMS fault code is 0, flag is 000 on battery pack 
of address 1
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4. Power up lithium battery and inverter. Wait a moment, if the communication is built between them, LCD will  

    show you “C” icon as below.

5. Roll LCD real time information pages by pressing “UP” or “DOWN” button, as below page, you can see 

    the parameters of SOC and battery pack units in the communication system.

This page means SOC is 88% and battery pack units are 6.

NOTE 2: Under parallel operation modes, battery must be connected with inverters.

NOTE 3: Before starting up inverters, please connect all N wires of AC output together.

NOTE 1:

48KW/48KVA 40KW/40KVA.

48KW/48KVA

NOTE 2: Do not connect the N line of the Utility to the N line of the AC output before starting the inverter

NOTE 1:Before starting up inverters, please connect all N wires of AC output together

6
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Before starting up inverters, please connect 

all N wires of AC output together.

NOTE 2: Do not connect the N line of the Utility to the N line of the AC output before starting the inverter

NOTE 1:Before starting up inverters, please connect all N wires of AC output together
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51

52

53

54~65

Upgrade�the�firmware�of�BMS.

Inverter�will�stop�charging�battery�

automatically.

Inverter will stop discharging battery 

automatically.

Inverter�will�charge�battery�

automatically.

BMS�doesn’t�allow�
inverter�to�charge�battery.

BMS doesn’t allow inverter 

to discharge battery.

BMS require inverter to 

charge battery.

BMS�detect�something�

wrongs�happened.

If the code is keeping for long time, 

please contact with your installer.

AC Surge or internal components failed.

Restart the unit, if the error happens again, please return to 

repair center.

Restart the unit, if the error happens again, please return to 

repair center.

Internal components failed.

Restart the unit, if the error happens again, please return to 

repair center.

Internal components failed.

Restart the unit, if the error happens again, please return to 

repair center.

Restart the unit, if the error happens again, please return to 

repair center.

Restart the unit, if the error happens again, please return to 

repair center.

Over current or surge 

detected by Software 

Over current or surge 

detected by hardware

Bus voltage is too high

Bus voltage is too low

Bus soft start fail

Inverter soft start fail
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The AC input and output wires 

are inversely connected

1. Please check AC input and output wires are connected correctly.

2. If this error happens during parallel installation, please check 

wires connection. If they are connected correctly, please funish 

parallel installation first, and then restart inverters.

3. If the problem remains, please contact your installer.

Single unit is installed to parallel 

system

1. Please check if single unit is installed to parallel system.

2. If this error happens during parallel installation, please check 

wires connectiotn. If they are connected correctly, please funish 

parallel installation first, and then restart inverters.

3. If the problem remains, please contact your installer.

 DC/DC soft start fail. Restart�the�unit,�if�the�error�happens�again,�please�return�to�repair�center.

1. Check if communication cables are connected well and restart 

the inverter.

2. If the problem remains, please contact your installer.

CAN data loss 

1. Restart the inverter. 

2. Check if L/N cables are not connected reversely in all inverters. 

3. For parallel system in single phase, make sure the sharing cables 

are connected in all inverters. For supporting three-phase system, 

make sure the sharing cables are connected in the inverters in the 

same phase, and disconnected in the inverters in different phases. 

4. If the problem remains, please contact your installer.

Host data loss

Synchronization data loss 

Current feedback into the 

inverter is detected.

The firmware version of each 

inverter is not the same. 

1. Update all inverter firmware to the same version. 

2. Check the version of each inverter via LCD setting and make sure 

the CPU versions are same. If not, please contact your installer to 

provide the firmware to update. 

3. After updating, if the problem still remains, please contact your 

installer.

AC output mode 

setting is different. 

1. Check if sharing cables are connected well and restart the inverter. 

2. If the problem remains, please contact your installer.

1. Switch off the inverter and check LCD setting program 28. 

2. For parallel system in single phase, make sure no 3P1, 3P2 or 

3P3 is set on program 28. For supporting three-phase system, make 

sure no “PAL” is set on program 28. 

3. If the problem remains, please contact your installer.

The output current of each 

inverter is different.

27
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43

44

45

46

Over temperature happen 

at convert H circuit

The temperature of internal convert H component is over the 

limitation.

Check whether the air flow of the unit is blocked or whether the 

ambient temperature is too high.

31

Over temperature happen 

at LLC TX

The temperature of internal DC/DC TX is over the limitation.

Check whether the air flow of the unit is blocked or whether the 

ambient temperature is too high.

32

Over current happen at 

LLC circuit

Restart the unit, if the error happens again, please return to repair 

center
33

Reduce the connected load.

Restart the unit, if the error happens again, please return to 

repair center.

Output voltage is too low

Output voltage is too high

Output short circuited

Overload time out

Battery voltage is too high

Restart the unit, if the error happens again, please return to 

repair center.

Check if wiring is connected well and remove abnormal load.

Reduce the connected load by switching off some equipment.

Check if spec and quantity of batteries are meet requirements.

Over current happen at 

DC/DC circuit

Restart the unit, if the error happens again, please return to 

repair center.

PV voltage is too high Reduce the number of PV modules in series.

Short circuited happen at 

PV port
Check if wiring is connected well.

PV power is abnormal Reduce the number of PV modules.

Over current happen at PV 

port

Restart the unit, if the error happens again, please return to 

repair center.

Fan is locked
Check if wiring is connected well.

Replace the fan.

Over temperature happen at 

Convert L circuit

The temperature of Convert L battery converter component is over 

the limitation.

Check whether the air flow of the unit is blocked or whether the 

ambient temperature is too high.

Over temperature happen at 

INV circuit

The temperature of internal INV component is over the limitation.

Check whether the air flow of the unit is blocked or whether the 

ambient temperature is too high.

The inner temperature over

The inner temperature is over the limitation.

Check whether the air flow of the unit is blocked or whether the 

ambient temperature is too high.

DCDC current sensor failed
Restart the unit, if the error happens again, please return to 

repair center.

No.2 DCDC current sensor 

failed

Restart the unit, if the error happens again, please return to 

repair center.

Restart the unit, if the error happens again, please return to 

repair center.

Restart the unit, if the error happens again, please return to 

repair center.

Restart the unit, if the error happens again, please return to 

repair center.

Inverter current sensor failed

OP current sensor failed

Sharing current sensor failed

Over temperature happen at 

PV circuit

The temperature of internal PV component is over the limitation.

Check whether the air flow of the unit is blocked or whether the 

ambient temperature is too high.
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